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Henderson gives a complete history of bluewater
solo sailing. He describes the gear, boats, rigs, and
techniques that have worked, with emphasis on
recent technology developments. He also tells the
stories of those crazy, fascinating sailors who have
shown us the way.
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This is an indispensable resource for anyone considering the
purchase of a new boat, or the maintenance and repair of an
old one. It lists over 500 builders, by state and province, and
alphabetically lists 200 designers. Covers the US and
Canada, published in 1994.
"Volume 1 -- on-the-water manual remains unchanged for
rapid reference underway. It survived the test of time in
endless sailing worlds on one, two, and three hulls"--Back
cover note.
Mix these in random proportions: a cold-blooded killer on the
run; a wedding reception; a late-night phone call; and an eightthousand-mile, storm-fraught ocean voyage. Cry with Brandy
in her loneliness and struggle with Mark Braverman to survive
in the face of overwhelming adversities. Tender romance and
bone-chilling adventure combine in a memorable adventure
on the high seas.
LIFE Magazine is the treasured photographic magazine that
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chronicled the 20th Century. It now lives on at LIFE.com, the
largest, most amazing collection of professional photography
on the internet. Users can browse, search and view photos of
today’s people and events. They have free access to share,
print and post images for personal use.

John Kretschmer is a professional delivery skipper
with over 200,000 bluewater miles.
La fisica della vela. Statica e dinamica dei liquidi. Gli
elementi in cui si muove la barca. Equilibrio delle
forze nella barca a vela. Lo scafo della barca tra
stabilità e resistenza. La stabilità. La resistenza. Le
forme dello scafo, i parametri significativi. Le
appendici. La deriva. Il timone. Il piano velico. Teoria
della vela. Tipologie di vele e attrezzature. Unire
scafo vela ad appendici. Appendici. Bibliografia.
Indice analitico.
Eric Sorensen, a long-time boat tester, is a go-to expert on
boat buying J.D. Power & Associates is the number-one
authority in customer satisfaction Includes J.D. Powers’ wellknown “Power Circle” ratings for dozens of boat brands
organized into the six most popular market segments
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